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Abstract
Structural matching and feature matching are two major
streams in handwritten Chinese character recognition.
The former is better in absorbing writing variation since
it utilizes rich structural information from strokes directly.
However, it is worse than the latter in handling noisy
images, because of the difficulty in stroke extraction. For
the ultimate performance in recognition system, the
structural information should be utilized without suffering
from the faults of stroke extraction.
This paper proposes a stroke-guided pixel matching
method to satisfy the requirement. We use a pixel-based
character model to match image not depending on strokes.
In order to utilize structural information, a stroke-guided
pixel-grouping algorithm is also proposed. The initial
experimental result shows the proposed approach is
promising

1. Introduction

Handwritten Chinese character recognition (HCCR) is a
difficult problem due to large writing variation and
multitude of similar characters. Noise and stroke touching
make it worse. There are two major streams in HCCR.
One is feature matching, and the other is structural
matching[1].
The structural matching is better than the feature
matching in absorbing writing variations such as
unbalancing and inclination of horizontal lines and in
discriminating similar characters such as ¡ and �[1]
because it utilizes rich structural information directly
from strokes while feature matching does not[6,7,13].
However, it is weak at handling images of bad quality
because current stroke extraction algorithms cannot
extract strokes reliably from such images. The feature
matching does not suffer from this problem because it
uses various pixel-based features such as pixel-density,
pixel gradient, etc., which are not dependent on
strokes[4,9,10].
The structural information is essential in order to
accomplish the ultimate performance in handwritten
Chinese character recognition. However, it should be

utilized in a way that is not sensitive to the variation of
stroke extraction.
We propose a pixel-based character model which
describes a character by distributions of pixel-based
features such as position and gradient of pixels. It enables
to match the input image with the model via pixel level
comparison. As the result, it does not need to extract
strokes. This advantage is effective especially for
handling the regions from which the stroke extraction is
difficult.
Also proposed is a stroke-guided pixel-grouping
algorithm for the regions from which the stroke extraction
is easy and reliable. By grouping pixels guided by the
strokes, we obtained not only high level structural
information but also faster recognition speed.
Several approximating techniques and a modified
Hungarian is derived to organize a recognizer. The
performance of the initial implementation shows the
proposed approach is promising.

2. Pixel-Based Character Model

In order to avoid the problem of stroke extraction, the
matching primitive should not depend on the strokes. We
use individual pixels and groups of pixels as the matching
primitives. This paper proposes a character model based
on pixel-based features in order to make individual pixels
comparable to the primitives of model.

The pixel-based character model is composed of points as
shown in fig. 1(a). Each point in this model is a
conceptual primitive that is realized into the pixels in
input images. For example, the black pixels in the circles
in fig.1 (b) are the realizations of the point marked by the

Fig 1: Character Model
(c) model strokes(a) character model(b) character images
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arrow in fig.1 (a). Since each point of the model is
realized into various pixels, it can be regarded as a
random variable with a distribution on the pixel-based
features such as position or gradient of a pixel.
Pixel-to-point matching probability P(p,q), is defined by
the probability that a pixel from the input image q is a
realization of a point p. It is estimated by the distribution
of p. For example, if the p is assumed to follow the
Normal  d istr ibut ion,  the P(p,q) is  es t imated by

)(2,
qN

pp σµ
. The pixel-to-point matching probability

enables individual pixels to be matched to points of the
character model.
However, the character model shown in fig.1 (a) cannot
represent the structural information. Therefore, the points
are organized into model strokes manually, in order to
represent structural information such as shape and relation
between the model strokes. Fig.1 (c) shows an example of
the organization of the points into the model strokes. The
model strokes, having similar properties to those of
ordinary strokes, effectively represent structural
information. However, the model stroke is described in
the pixel-based features because it is organized by a set of
points, while the conventional strokes are described in
stroke-based features.
The matching score of a pixel, q, and a model stroke, S, is
defined by the probability that the pixel is from any point

of S, i.e., ∑
∈

=
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pqPSqP ),(),( .

3. Stroke-guided Pixel Grouping

3.1 Pixel grouping

Although the pixel-based character model is useful to
avoid the problem of stroke extraction, it cannot represent
structural information effectively because the structural
information is not from the individual pixels but from the
arrangement of the pixels. Moreover, it would be too
time-consuming because we have to compare every pixel
to every point of the model. Therefore, we group the
pixels into more abstract unit to utilize the structural
information and to reduce the computational requirement.
To preserve the frame of the pixel-based matching, we
group pixels so that all pixels in one group are the
realizations of points of the same model stroke. Such a
scheme is suitable to utilize structural information,
because the previous character model represents structural
information using the model strokes. With such a
grouping scheme, the pixel groups and the model stroke
can be used as the matching primitives.
In conventional structural matching, substrokes are
frequently used to represent structural information. A
substroke is the skeleton pixels placed in a linear place
between the ending, the bending, and the branching points.
The substroke can guide the pixel grouping process
because we can assume that all pixels of one substroke

are the realizations of points of one model stroke.
However, not all substrokes are reliable enough to guide
the pixel grouping process. Character image can be
categorized into two kinds of region, regular region and
non-regular region. Regular regions are thin, line-shaped
regions easily corresponding to a stroke. Non-regular
regions are thick regions generated by stroke touching or
overlapping. The area in the dotted circle in image of
fig.2 (a) shows an example of non-regular region. Stroke
extraction from a regular region is easy and reliable, but
not from a non-regular region. Therefore, only the
substrokes extracted from regular regions participate in
the grouping process. In this paper, the width of region is
used for the key factor to determine whether a region is
regular or non-regular.
First, we estimated the stroke width w, and peel out the
boundary pixels w times. The peeling out process keeps
the topology unchanged as the thinning process does.
Fig.2 (b) shows an example of the result. We call this
procedure half-thinning. The resulting image is divided
into two kinds of regions. Thin areas composed of unit
width skeleton pixels and thick areas with width greater
than 1, such as the circled area in fig.2 (b). The thin areas
are decided to be regular regions while the thick areas are
decided to be non-regular regions. Substrokes are
extracted only from the regular regions as shown in fig.2
(c). These substrokes are reliable enough to guide the
pixel grouping. The pixels of the original image are
associated to the nearest substroke and pixels associated
with the same substroke are treated as a pixel group. Fig.2
(d) shows the pixel grouping result with gray tones.

For the non-regular regions, the stroke-guided pixel
grouping is not applicable because the substrokes are
unreliable. Therefore, individual pixels must be used as
matching primitive. By regarding each pixel as a group
containing a single pixel, pixels from non-regular regions,
can be handled in the same matching framework as the
pixel groups from regular regions. As an example, each
pixel in dotted circle in fig.3 (d) is regarded as a pixel
group.
The matching score between a pixel group C, and a model
stroke S, by the probability that every pixel in C is from a
point in S, i.e., by the following formula.

∑
∈

∈∏≡
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The summation means that q may be a realization from
any point p of S, while the product represents the joint

Fig 2: pixel grouping
(a) original image

(b) half-thined image (d) pixel grouping
(c) substrokes
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probability for q’s of C.
Using pixel groups as the matching primitives, the
structural neighborhood information is also applicable.
For example, we can compare the relationship of pixel
groups with that of model strokes.

3.2. Matching

In order to find the best matching between the pixel
groups and the model strokes, the various algorithms such
as relaxation matching and heuristic matching, developed
for the structural matching, are applicable.
We employed the Hungarian method among them[11]. A
bipartite graph can be constructed: one part has pixel
groups Cj’s, and the other part has model strokes Si’s, as
nodes. Let P(Cj,Si)’s be the weights of the edges. The
matching in this context is same as the maximum bipartite
graph matching problem[11]. The Hungarian method is a
good solution of this problem. However, we need special
handling for the stroke broken into several pixel groups.
Since such pixel group should match to one model stroke,
we modified the Hungarian method to split and merge the
nodes.
Although the utilization of the neighborhood information
is very important, it is not utilized in the current
implementation. However, the proposed method can be
easily extended to utilize the neighborhood information in
a systematic way.

4. Approximations

4.1 Approximation of the model stroke

In section 2, the pixel-based character model is proposed
to use a pixel or a pixel group as the matching primitive.
However, since it is very difficult to estimate the
distributions for every point, we employed an
approximation method.
As described in section 2, the character model is
composed of model strokes. We approximated the model
strokes by polyline as in fig 4. A model stroke Si can be
represented by kKki LS 10 −≤≤= � , where each of Lk is a
line composed of points. For example, the model stroke S
in fig.4 is composed of two lines, the line from p0 to p1

and the line from p1 to p2. The set of points on Lk can be
represented by the linear combination of the two end
points as

Lk={dpk+(1-d)pk+1|pk,pk+1 are the end points, 0≤d≤1}

Assuming each point has the Normal distribution, the
distribution of a point p can be parameterized with its
mean, µ, and variance, σ2. The parameters of the point p,
placed between pk and pk+1, denoted by dpk+(1-d)pk+1, can
be calculated by interpolation as µp=dµk+(1-d)µk+1 and
δp

2=d2δk
2+(1-d)2δk+1

2, where µk, σk
2, µk+1, and σk+1

2 are the
parameters of the end points.
With this approximation, every model strokes can be

described with the parameters of end points of the line,
which can be estimated from training data.

  
4.2 Approximation of matching probability

The proposed method has high complexity because it
compares every pixel of input image with model as the
equation (1). Since it is believed not necessary to get the
matching probabilities for all pixel-point pairs, we use
representative values instead of the exact pixel-to-point
matching probabilities. It reduces the complexity
drastically.
The first approximation is for the integral of the equation
(1). P(q,p)’s are integrated for all p’s of model stroke S in
order to represents the probability that q is matched to any
point on S. However, since the integrated matching
probability and the maximum value among the P(q,p)’s
are closely related, we used the maximum probability

),( pqPMAX
Sp∈

 i n s t e a d  o f  ∑
∈Sp

pqP ),( ,  t h e

integrated probability The maximum of P(q, p), for a
given q, can be determined analytically so that we do not
have to calculate P(q,p) for all p’s on S. Then the equation
(1) becomes

),(),(),( pqPMAXdppqPSCP
Sp

Cq

Sp
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∈

∈ ∏≈∏≡ ∫    (2)

Secondly, the equation (2) multiplies the matching
probabilities for all the input pixels in a pixel group to
represent the joint probability. We can rewrite the
equation (2) as follows.

C

C
Sp
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(3)
,  w h e r e  | C |  i s  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  p i x e l s  i n  C .

C
Sp

Cq pqPMAX ),(
∈∈∏  can be  in te rp re ted  as the

geometrical average of ),( pqPMAX
Sp∈

’s for all q’s in C.

It can be approximated with the geometrical average of
 ),( pqPMAX

Sp∈
’s for a subset of C, such as skeleton

pixels in the pixel group. The following formula
represents the approximation of the geometrical average.

Fig 4: Approximation
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5. Experiment

We used KAIST Hanja1 database for experiment, which
contains 783 classes and 200 samples for each class. Liu’s
coarse classifier is used to select 10 candidates among the
783 classes[13]. Generally, the selected candidates and
the input image are similar. Every candidate is compared
to the input image via the proposed stroke-guided pixel
matching method. The candidate with maximum
matching score is selected as the recognition result. Pixel
position and pixel gradient are chosen for the pixel-based
features. The initial models are constructed manually and
the parameters are estimated with training data, which
contains 30 samples per class.
The recognition rate is 96.1% for 7830 testing samples,
which contains 10 samples of each class, not included in
the training data. The accuracy of the coarse classification
is 99.46% for the tested samples[13]. The recognition
speed is 0.5 second per character on Sun Ultra Sparc
workstation, whose clock speed is 167MHz.
Using the same database and the same coarse classifier,
the accuracy of the proposed system is little lower than
that of an earlier system[13]. The recognition rate is
97.1% and the recognition speed is 2 seconds per
character on Pentium 133 MHz PC. The major reason is
that the recognizer in [13] fully utilizes neighborhood
information with the character model including the stroke
relationship explicitly, while the current implementation
of the proposed system does not utilize any neighborhood
information explicitly. However, the recognition rate of
96.1% without the explicit neighborhood information
shows the proposed method is very promising.

6. Conclusion and Future Works

For the ultimate performance in recognition system, the
required would be utilization of the structural information
without suffering from the faults of stroke extraction. This
paper proposes a stroke-guided pixel matching method to
satisfy the requirement. The proposed method uses a
character model based on the pixel-based features in order
to use a pixel or group of pixels as a matching primitive.
Therefore, the matching can be accomplished not using
only strokes but also pixels, which do not suffer from the
faults of stroke extraction. A stroke-guided pixel-

grouping algorithm is also proposed to reduce the
complexity and to utilize the structural information not
only for absorbing writing variations but also for further
distinction of similar characters. The initial experiment
with a modified Hungarian method showed 96.1% of the
recognition rate.
Although the usage of the neighborhood information is
one of the most important advantages of the proposed
method, current implementation does not explicitly utilize
neighborhood information, yet. However, the proposed
method has the frame easy to utilize this advantage
because it uses pixel groups and model strokes as
matching primitives. In spite of this, the experimental
result shows the proposed method is promising. As
utilizing the neighborhood information, the performance
would be improved.
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